
See our NEW
 line of 

Discreet & RF Shield 

security bags

on pages 4-6
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SECURITY IS IN THE BAG

 For over 80 years, we’ve offered the best security available for 
your money and valuables. 
 Our representatives are trained as security consultants and would 
be pleased to discuss the bag and/or keying system which best meets 
the security needs of your operation. Please contact our Customer 
Service Department to arrange for a security consultation today.  
 Tell us about the item to be carried or protected and give us some 
information about your operation or system, and we will suggest a 
specific style or design a new style especially for you. 

 

A. RIFKIN CO. ~ Manufacturing in the USA Since 1892

Customized Security Options

BASIC SEAL 
for non-confidential 
transport. Utilizes a uniquely 
numbered pull seal to 
attach identification tag.
Security is primarily 
cosmetic but will deter the 
casual “wandering eye.”  

KEYLESS SECURITY™ SEAL 
TAMPER-EVIDENT PROTECTION

HOOD SEAL
A good system for transport 
of semi-confidential 
material. This closure option 
incorporates a hood over 
the zipper pull which is then 
secured using a numbered 
pull seal. Hood seals can 
be added to any non-lock 
zipper bags that use a nylon 
or 10mm brass zipper. 

ARCOLOCK-7® 
LOCKING BAG
Ideal for transporting currency 
and valuables. The patented 
Arcolock-7® is extremely 
difficult for the professional 
thief to compromise and the 
close tolerance metal zipper  
is next to impossible to reseal  
if opened.

NYLON ZIPPER
Made of a solid coil. 
Advantageous in high volume 
operations where bag handling 
ease is crucial. Not recommended 
for high security applications.

What is a close tolerance zipper?
Zippers are called close tolerance due to the 
number of teeth per inch and the pitch or angle 
of these teeth. The benefits: difficult to pop open 
to gain access; virtually impossible to put back 
together, thus showing evidence of tampering.

Zipper Options

10MM BRASS ZIPPER
Extra strength and smooth 
operation. Standard on Rifkin 
Heavy-Duty Courier Bags and 
Fireshield Courier Bags.

CLOSE TOLERANCE 
BRASS ZIPPER
A security zipper style standard on 
Rifkin bags with Keyless Security™.  
A combination of smoother 
operating brass and close  
tolerance construction.

CLOSE TOLERANCE 
NICKEL ZIPPER
Standard on Rifkin Safety Sacs®. 
The combination of hard metal 
(nickel) with close tolerance 
construction makes this the most 
secure zipper on the market.

A high security option for sensitive material transport and 
storage. Incorporates a close tolerance metal zipper and 
the patented Tebco BT chamber/lock into one highly  
tamper-evident bag. The zipper is virtually impossible 
to reseal once opened and the slider is fully enclosed to 
prevent tampering. 

CLOSE TOLERANCE NICKEL

 CLOSE TOLERANCE BRASS

  10MM BRASS ZIPPER

   NYLON ZIPPER
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Sometimes… all we need is your idea!

The following guide details four different security options for your transport bags. Understanding your security options is the first 
step to preventing loss.  Not all transport bags are created equal. Depending on your application and security requirements, there 
are multiple zipper and closure combinations from which you can choose. Security features range from simple cosmetic deterrents 
to complex dual-control locking systems. It is important to choose the appropriate security level in comparison to your perceived 
threat risk. 

YOU DESCRIBE:
• your operation or system needs
• your product add-on needs
• your recognition program needs
• your sales/marketing/promotion needs

If you do not see what you are looking for in this catalog, 
contact our Customer Service Department to discuss a 

special bag design
800-458-7300

WE PROVIDE:
• over 120 years of sewing and custom 

design experience
• silk screen imprint or embroidery
• custom-manufactured products designed 

especially for you!
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KEYLESS SECURITY™
Patented Rifkin Exclusive!

Demonstration video available on our website:  
http://www.arifkin.com/keylessvideo

To Open The Bag
• Verify that the seal number matches the   
 documented number on the routing card.  
 Confirm the seal has not been broken or  
 tampered with during transport.
• To open, utilizing the indent under the red  
 seal, lift seal until it breaks. Then using the  
 second indentation, lift up the chamber lid,  
 unzip bag. Make sure all seal pieces are  
 removed. Remove contents and reuse pouch. 

To Secure The Bag
• Insert all materials to be transported into the  
 Keyless Security™ Bag.
• Fill in date, delivery location, and seal   
 number on provided routing card. Insert card  
 into the clear window which is accessible  
 only through the interior of the pouch.
• Pull the zipper completely closed. Hold   
 chamber lid at a 45° angle, push back and  
 down until it snaps into place.
• To lock, insert seal’s twin arrowheads into  
 the two small rectangular openings and push  
 until they click into place.

Rifkin Keyless Security™ bags use uniquely 
numbered, single-use seals and a patented zipper 
chamber to provide documented evidence that the 
contents of the bag remain secure during storage 
and transport. All bags equipped with Rifkin’s 
Keyless Security™ option provide clear evidence if 
the bag’s contents have been compromised. The 
very presence of the Keyless Security™ chamber 
keeps most would-be “snoops” looking for an 
easier target.

Made exclusively for A. Rifkin Co., our seven-pin tumbler lock 
mechanism makes our secure transport bags the most 
reliable on the market when high security is required. 
All Arcolock-7® bags, except LCX bags, come standard 
with two keys that are factory sealed in a polyethylene 
envelope to provide security for the key system until the 
bags are used.  Our lock safety feature prevents the 
key from being removed while the lock is in the open 
position, making it impossible to accidentally lock 
your key inside the bag.  Widely used by banks and 
government agencies, Arcolock-7® bags feature 
four available keying options*, or an LCX keyless 
option, with up to 3,000 independent key changes 
with no interchanges, and up to 2,000 master-key 
combinations in each series.
 
*all bags are keyed differently unless otherwise specified.

Keyed Differently (included in Sac price)
Keyed differently, each bag has its own key, different from all others, with no 
interchanges.

Keyed Alike (included in Sac price)
When Arcolock-7’s are keyed alike, a single key pattern (“bitting”) allows all key 
holders to open every bag in the system.

Master-Keyed (additional cost per Sac)
In master-keyed systems, each bag has its own key which is independent of other 
locks in the system. However, a single key opens all locks in that system. 

Keyed Alike Sets with Master Key (additional cost per Sac)
Keyed alike sets are also available with a master key which will open each bag in 
all sets.

LCX Key System (additional cost per Sac)
For applications where individual bag users do not 
receive keys. In “Keyless” LCX systems, bags are 
issued unlocked with a leather insert strip secured 
around the plunger head to prevent accidental 
locking. Once filled, the user simply removes the 
strip, closes the zipper and depresses the plunger. 
The bag is then securely locked. This enables a single 
authorized keyholder to open all bags in the system 
without any other bag users requiring a key.  It also 
allows any bag to be sent to any user, simplifying the 
redistribution process.  Two keys to operate all locks in 
the system are provided for each new LCX bag series.

Emergency Key Replacement Service
Replacement keys are forwarded within 48 hours in cases of emergency.  
Large quantity key orders may take longer. (Please specify key number  
which is stamped on key and base of lock.) 

ARCOLOCK-7® SECURITY
Keyed Locking Bags

U.S. Patent No.
3759073 and 5065602

U.S. Patent No. 6533335

U.S. Patent No. 6533335

LCX demo video available at:  
http://www.arifkin.com/solutions7.php
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NEW ADDITIONS TO OP/COM SEC LINE

Inner Bag Options

Size in 
Inches

Custom Manufactured 
to Order

Catalog ID H x L x W Description Material

B15729-XAA-98cc* 12 x 17 x 6 Arcolock-7® Cordura®/Brush Foam
B15749-X10-98cc* 12 x 17 x 6 Keyless SecurityTM Cordura®/Brush Foam

DISCREET COURIER BAG with INNER SECURITY POUCH
Discreet protection for transporting your most valuable documents.  The outer bag looks like an everyday, normal bag that isn't 
carrying anything important, but inside is a hidden locking bag to protect your items.  Inner security bag is available in both 
locking and Keyless Security™ closures.

PRODUCT SPECS:
Outer Bag:• Nylon zipper in clamshell design• Convenient webbing handles• Brush foam Cordura® material cushions contents• Durable black webbing handles and adjustable shoulder strap • Full length pockets on each side

Inner Bag:• Arcolock-7® security ~OR~ Keyless Security™  closure• 10mm brass zipper across the top• Durable Arco 600™ material• Side stiffeners keep bag upright• Bottom panel sewn into outer bag• Keying options shown on page 3• Seals sold separately

COMMON USAGE:  
• Discreet transport of confidential documents
• Discreet protection for material traveling by courier
• Bag-in-bag secure transport
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Inner Bag Options

Inner Bag Options

NEW ADDITIONS TO OP/COM SEC LINE

Size in Inches
Custom Manufactured 

to Order

Catalog ID H x L x W Description

B15744-W10-98cc* 12 x 16.25 x 5 Arcolock-7®

B15746-W10-98cc* 12 x 16.25 x 5 Keyless SecurityTM

Size in Inches
Custom Manufactured 

to Order

Catalog ID H x L x W Material

B20030-Z50-4004 21 x 17 x 4.25 Cordura® Plus / Black

DISCREET MESSENGER BAG with INNER SECURITY POUCH

DISCREET BACKPACK with Arcolock-7®

Same great discreet security as the bag above, but in a sleek, messenger-style look.  This bag also features an outer zipper 
pocket that can hold up to a 15" laptop. Inner security bag is available in both locking and Keyless Security™ closures.

Looks like a traditional backpack, but has a secret locking section that is hidden beneath a hook and loop 
panel.  The hidden locking compartment has a padded section to transport a laptop.

PRODUCT SPECS:
Outer Bag:• Messenger-style bag with adjustable shoulder strap• Convenient webbing handle on top• Outer zipper pocket on back can hold up to a 15" laptop.• Inner pockets for pens and accessories• Full length pockets on front

Inner Bag:• Arcolock-7® security ~OR~ Keyless Security™  closure• 10mm brass zipper across the top• Durable Arco 600™ material• Bottom panel sewn into outer bag• Keying options shown on page 3• Seals sold separately

PRODUCT SPECS:
• Hidden Arcolock-7® security• Durable, water resistant material• Adjustable, padded shoulder straps• Small, nylon zipper pocket on front• Large, nylon zipper section for main compartment• Side metal zipper with Arcolock-7® runs full length of bag• Hook and loop section covers metal zipper and lock• Keying options shown on page 3

COMMON USAGE:  
• Discreet transport of confidential documents
• Discreet protection for material traveling by courier
• Bag-in-bag secure transport

COMMON USAGE:  
•   Discreet transport of confidential documents
•   Discreet protection for material traveling by 
     courier
•   Discreet transport of laptop
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COURIER BAGS

Our most durable courier bag; built to withstand the wear and tear commonly 
associated with courier service transit by fortifying all of the known “weak points” that 
compromise the lifespan of a bag.  Equipped with the most secure lock in the industry, 
this bag is the ideal option for large deliveries of confidential documents, currency, 
and valuables.

Introducing our new line of discreet bags and pouches with RF Shielding to protect mobile devices and 
electronic equipment. Our RF Shielding technology prevents unwanted RF signals from escaping or 
entering the pouch and it shields devices against wiping and hacking. These new RF Shielding products 
combined with the leading security bags in the industry, offer high security for mobile devices and 

electronic equipment that fall under the classified, confidential, SCI and 
SAP Government regulations during transport, storage and chain of 
custody applications. 

Our RF Shielding designed bag and pouch are unique and a 
state-of-the-art concept offering leading edge technology for Faraday 
bag requirements.

HEAVY-DUTY COURIER BAG with Arcolock-7®

RF SHIELDING BAG with Keyless Security™

* Replace “cc” with Color Code from page 17
Material Guide on page 17
Arcolock-7® Security Overview on page 3

Size in 
Inches

Custom Manufactured 
to Order

Catalog ID H x L x W Material

B00280-R10-81cc* 12 x 12 x 8

Available in:
ArcoDuck™II -- 81cc*
Cordura® Plus -- 40cc*
Nylotop®2000 -- 83cc*

B00210-R10-81cc* 16 x 16 x 7
B00220-R10-81cc* 18 x 18 x 7
B00230-R10-81cc* 22 x 18 x 7
B00240-R10-81cc* 24 x 20 x 8

B00260-R10-81cc* 20 x 24 x 10

PRODUCT SPECS:
• Arcolock-7® security
• 10mm Brass zipper across top
• ArcoShield™ heavy duty, metal zipper stop
• Triple stitched seams
• Brown webbing handles secured with metal rivets
• Reinforced top and bottom panels with metal feet on   
  bottom protect against wear. 
  - Cordura® panels on Cordura® bags; all others use   
   Vina-Hide™ panels (brown)
• HIPAA compliant
• Fire-Shield bag and separate liner shown on page 10.
• Keying options shown on page 3.

PRODUCT SPECS:
• Keyless Security™ Chamber Technology
• 10mm Brass zipper across top
• Double lining of RF Shielding material
• Double layer of hook and loop ensures tight RF seal
• Compatible with Keyless Security™ seals (sold separately)

*If no identification is specified, Twin Window will 
be included.  See page 27 for details. 
*Brown is default trim color for window and lock.

For smaller deliveries of currency or confidential documents, our light-duty courier bag offers the 
most secure lock in the industry in a convenient, compact carry bag.

LIGHT-DUTY COURIER BAG with Arcolock-7®

PRODUCT SPECS:
• Arcolock-7® security
• Close tolerance nickel zipper 
• Sturdy, molded black handles
• HIPAA compliant
• Keying options shown on page 3 Size in Inches

Custom Manufactured 
to Order

Catalog ID H x L x W Material

B07891-R10-83cc* 18 x 14 x 2 Nylotop®2000

* Replace “cc” with Color Code from Material Guide on page 17
Arcolock-7® Security Overview on page 3

*Black is default trim color 
for lock and handle

COMMON USAGE: 
To Transport and Store:
• Coins, currency, and checks 
• Confidential documents
• Other small valuables
• Medical documents

HOW COURIER STYLES ARE MEASURED:
NOTE: The dimensions Length (L) and Width (W) 
must be measured only at the bottom of the bag. 
The top of the bag equals length plus width.

COMMON USAGE:  
To Transport and Store:
• Coins, currency, and checks in bulk
• Stacks of confidential documents
• Sensitive material in binders
• Medical documents
• Other large valuables

COMMON USAGE:  
To Transport and Store:
•   Cell phones, laptops, iPads in need of RF shielding
 - Larger bag can accommodate most 15" laptops, Smaller bag can accommodate iPads
•   Electronics that fall under the classified, confidential, SCI, and SAP Government regulations

FREE Embroidered Identification and Numbering

FREE Embroidered Identification and Numbering

NEW

Size in 
Inches

Approximate Usable Inner Space
Custom Manufactured 

to Order

Catalog ID H x L H x L Material

B15768-C10-82cc* 11 x 15 9.5 x 14 with 8" zipper opening
Arco 600™

B15767-C10-82cc* 18 x 17 16.5 x 16 with 11" zipper opening
* Replace “cc” with Color Code from Material Guide on page 17
Security Overview on page 3

FREE One Color/One Side 
Imprint for quantities of 

25+ bags.
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Our Fire-Shield™ courier bags are offered in 3 styles: Heavy-Duty Courier, Briefcase-Style, and Sport-Style Briefcase.  The Fire-Shield™ bags are built 
with the same strength and durability as our standard courier bags, but with the added protection of a fire-resistant lining and zipper flap.  Encased 
in its multilayer walls is a fire barrier core that carbonizes when exposed to intense heat or flame, eliminating any oxygen within the fabric, in order 
to keep contents protected.  Laboratory tests showed this bag can withstand the high temperatures typical of vehicle fires.  

FIRE-SHIELD™COURIER BAGS with Arcolock-7®

PRODUCT SPECS:
• Arcolock-7® security
• 10mm Brass zipper across top (and side for briefcase)
• Fire-Shield™ lining and full flap to protect lock/zipper
• Fire-resistant, Nomex® zipper tape
• Multilayer construction 
 - Traditional, durable outer fabric layer 
 -  Carbon, fire-resistant middle liner 
 - 70-denier, abrasion-resistant nylon inner layer
• Triple stitched seams
• Convenient carry handles:
   - Webbing handles secured with metal rivets for 
        Heavy-Duty bag.  Without rivets for Sport-Style bag.
      - Molded for Briefcase bag.
• Reinforced top and bottom panels with metal feet on     
    bottom protects against wear. 
 - Cordura® panels on Cordura® bags. 
 - Brown, Vina-Hide™ panels on ArcoDuck™ II.
• HIPAA compliant
• Keying options shown on page 3
• Additional Fire-Shield™ liner options for enhanced fire protection  
   available upon request for an additional cost. 
 - Built-in, double liner 
 - Separate liner bag

* Replace “cc” with Color Code from Material Guide on page 17
Arcolock-7® Security Overview on page 3

Using the same high performance, fire-resistant lining as the heavy-duty courier above, this light-duty courier bag is ideal for smaller deliveries 
of confidential, original documents or currency.  This bag is convenient, light-weight and is equipped with tamper-evident security to eliminate 
the hassle of key management.  

FIRE-SHIELD™, LIGHT-DUTY COURIER BAG with Keyless Security™

PRODUCT SPECS:
• Keyless Security™ Chamber Technology
• Close tolerance brass zipper across top and sides
• Fire-Shield™ lining and full flap to protect seal chamber/zipper
• Multilayer construction 
 -  Traditional, durable outer fabric layer 
 -  Carbon, fire-resistant middle liner 
 -  70-denier, abrasion-resistant nylon inner layer
• Fire-resistant, Nomex® zipper tape
• Durable, black webbing handles
• ID Window for 3” x 5” card 
• HIPAA compliant
• Reinforced bottom panel with metal feet protects against wear.
• Compatible with Keyless Security™ Seals shown on page 27 
 - Seals sold separately

Size in Inches
Custom Manufactured 

to Order

Catalog ID H x L x W Material

B00310-Y10-82cc* 15 x 19 x 6.5 Arco 600™

* Replace “cc” with Color Code from Material Guide on page 17
Keyless Security™ Overview on page 3

*Black is default trim color for 
window, handles, and trim

COMMON USAGE: 
To Transport and Store:
• Confidential documents
• Small packages

COMMON USAGE:  
To Transport and Store:
• Original documents
• Valuable data
• Cash and checks
• Documents traveling by car, truck, or airplane
• Bag-in-bag secure transport (outer bag)
 - For extra sensitive items that require dual lock 
         protection (inner bags sold separately, see pg 8)

Heavy Duty 
Courier

Size in 
Inches

Custom Manufactured 
to Order

Catalog ID H x L x W Material

B01102-R10 12 x 12 x 8
Available in:

ArcoDuck™II -- 81cc*
Cordura® Plus -- 40cc*

B01090-R10 16 x 16 x 7
B01150-R10 18 x 18 x 7
B01130-R10 24 x 20 x 8

ADDITIONAL BUILT-IN, DOUBLE FIRE-SHIELD™ LINER

Catalog ID Description

DL10 Double Liner for item B01102
DL09 Double Liner for item B01090
DL15 Double Liner for item B01150
DL13 Double Liner for item B01130

SEPARATE FIRE-SHIELD™ LINER BAG

Catalog ID Size in Inches
H x L x W Fits In the following Courier Bags

B01100-K10-7499 10 x 12 x 8 B01102 (above) and B00280 (page 6)
B01091-K10-7499 14 x 16 x 7 B01090 (above) and B00210 (page 6)
B01151-K10-7499 16 x 18 x 7 B01150 (above) and B00220 (page 6)
B01131-K10-7499 22 x 20 x 8 B01130 (above) and B00240 (page 6)

Briefcase Size in Inches
Custom Manufactured 

to Order

Catalog ID H x L Material

B00530-H10 12 x 16 Available in:
ArcoDuck™II -- 81cc*
Cordura® Plus -- 40cc*B00460-H10 14 x 18

Sport-Style Briefcase Size in Inches Custom Manufactured 
to Order

Catalog ID H x L Material

B15055-H10-82cc* 14 x 17 Arco™ 600

HOW COURIER STYLES ARE MEASURED:
NOTE: The dimensions Length (L) and Width (W) 
must be measured only at the bottom of the bag. 
The top of the bag equals length plus width.

FREE Embroidered Identification and Numbering*

FREE Embroidered Identification and Numbering

*Brown is default trim color for window and 
handles for heavy duty courier.
*Black is default trim color for handles and 
lock trim for briefcase and sport style courier.

*For Heavy Duty Courier and Briefcase, if no identification 
is specified, Twin Window will be included.  See page 14 

for details.

*Sport-style includes 
ID Window to hold 
2” x 3” business card

Sport-style 
alternative to 
disguise the 
fact that you 
are carrying 

valuable 
documents. 
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ARCOLOCK-7® SECURITY

Our most popular security bag with built-in Arcolock-7® is ideal for storing and 
transporting coins, currency, and valuable documents.  Many businesses, including 
banks, stores, hotels, schools, notaries, restaurants, delivery services, government 
offices, and theaters, choose Rifkin Safety Sacs for their internal cash and document 
protection.  This reusable bag is a better choice for the environmentally 
conscious consumer than disposable plastic bags, and it has the 
durability to withstand hundreds of night deposit trips.
Also available in briefcase style with a convenient carry handle.

THE RIFKIN SAFETY SAC® with Arcolock-7®

PRODUCT SPECS:
• Arcolock-7® security
• Close tolerance nickel zipper on top and side 
• Triple stitched seams
• Briefcase style available with convenient molded handles
• Keying options shown on page 3
• Fire-Shield Briefcase option shown on page 7

COMMON USAGE: 
• Transport and storage of coins, currency, checks, and confidential  
  documents
• Bag-in-bag secure transport
  - For transport of extra sensitive items that require dual lock  
   protection, place this bag inside another Safety Sac® or  
   briefcase style courier 
  - Inner and Outer bags sold separately.  
      - Outer bag must be at least 2” x 2” larger than inner bag
• HIPAA Compliant transport and storage of paperwork

To accommodate a letter-sized document without folding, choose size 12”x16” or larger.

*Windows not included.  Available 
for additional charge.  See page 14

*Brown is default trim color for 
safety sac lock and window.  

*Black is default trim color for 
briefcase style lock and window.

* Replace “cc” with Color Code from Material Guide on page 17
Arcolock-7® Security Overview on page 3

Safety Sac Size in Inches
Custom Manufactured 

to Order

Catalog ID H x L Material
B00700-D10 7 x 10

Choose from:
Nylotop®2000 - 83cc*
ArcoDuck™II - 81cc*
Arco 600™ - 82cc*

B01002-D10 9 x 10.5
B00901-D10 9 x 12
B01200-D10 12 x 16
B01652-D10 14 x 18

B02280-D10 16 x 20

FREE Embroidered Identification and Numbering

FREE Embroidered Identification 
and Numbering

Briefcase Style Size in Inches Custom Manufactured 
to Order

Catalog ID H x L Material

B01653-H10 14 x 18 Choose from:
Nylotop®2000 - 83cc*
ArcoDuck™II - 81cc*B02281-H10 16 x 20

All of the security advantages of a Rifkin Safety Sac®, but in a compact, easy-to-transport briefcase style.

MINI BRIEFCASE-STYLE COURIER with Arcolock-7®

PRODUCT SPECS:• Arcolock-7® security • Close tolerance nickel zipper across top • Convenient, black molded handles • 2.75” x 5” ID Window with access only  
     from inside bag• HIPAA compliant • Keying options shown on page 3 

Size in 
Inches

Custom Manufactured 
to Order

Catalog ID H x L Material

B15142-H10-82cc* 12 x 12 Arco 600™ 

* Replace “cc” with Color Code from Material Guide on page 17
Arcolock-7® Security Overview on page 3

* Black is default trim color for 
handles, window, and lock trim.

COMMON USAGE:  
To Transport and Store:• Coins, currency, and checks • Internal mail • Small confidential documents• Medical documents

BRIEFCASE-STYLE COURIER with Arcolock-7®
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ARCOLOCK-7® SECURITY

FREE Embroidered Identification 
and Numbering

FREE Embroidered Identification and Numbering for 
non-handled custom bag

This gusseted bag transports and stores large printouts and confidential data safely using the most 
secure lock in the industry.  Available with or without handles.

DATA SAC with Arcolock-7®

PRODUCT SPECS:• Arcolock-7® security• Close tolerance nickel zipper on top and side • Gusseted top and bottom• Side stiffeners keep bag flat and protect contents• HIPAA compliant• Convenient molded carry handles (B07434-Z1S only)• Keying options shown on page 3

No Handles Size in Inches
Custom Manufactured 

to Order

Catalog ID H x L x W Material

B07403-V10-83cc* 14 x 17 x 2

Nylotop®2000B07434-V10-83cc* 14 x 17 x 4

B07454-V10-83cc* 14 x 17 x 6

With Handles Size in Inches Available from Stock

Catalog ID H x L x W Material

B07434-Z1S-83YB 14 x 17 x 4 Yale Blue Nylotop®2000
B07434-Z1S-8304 14 x 17 x 4 Black Nylotop®2000

* Replace “cc” with Color Code from Material Guide on page 17
Arcolock-7® Security Overview on page 3 *Window not included for non-handled 

bag.  Available for additional charge.  
See page 14.  Twin window included 
with handled bag from stock.
*Black is default trim color for window, 
binding, and lock trim.

COMMON USAGE: 
To Transport and Store:• Large computer printouts• Stacks of classified paperwork• Binders• Notary ledgers• HIPAA compliant• Outer bag for bag-in-bag applications

Your own personal courier bag has a cushioned lining to protect a laptop or other electronic items during transport, and is equipped with the 
best lock in the industry to keep confidential documents, files, and electronics safe from tampering.

PRODUCT SPECS:• Arcolock-7® security• Close tolerance brass zipper across top and side• Brush foam lining• Separated, 3-compartment interior• Additional interior pockets for smaller items, and individual   
 pockets for pens/pencils• 2 full length, outer pockets• Durable, black webbing handles• Adjustable shoulder strap• ID Window for 2” x 3” business card• HIPAA compliant• Keying options shown on page 3

Size in Inches Custom Manufactured to Order

Catalog ID H x L x W Material

B02010-Z10 13 x 18 x 6 Cordura®/Brush Foam
Available in Black, Red, or Blue

Material Guide on page 17
Arcolock-7® Security Overview on page 3

Lockable portfolio to keep wandering eyes out of your private business.  Ideal for use by government 
couriers, court officials, executive level managers, security directors, legal and financial professionals.

DIRECTOR'S PORTFOLIO with Arcolock-7®

PRODUCT SPECS:• Arcolock-7® security • Close tolerance nickel zipper• Outer carry handle along spine • Removable 3-ring insert• Inner pockets• HIPAA compliant • Keying options shown on page 3

Size in Inches

Catalog ID H x L Material

B15005-Z10-SL04 16 x 12 Black Simulated Leather

Arcolock-7® Security Overview on page 3

COMMON USAGE:  
To Transport and Store:• Confidential documents

EXECUTIVE ATTACHÉ with Arcolock-7®

COMMON USAGE: • Use in place of briefcase • Transport and store 
 - Laptop 
 - Confidential files 
 - Sensitive documents

*Black is default trim color for 
window, handles, and trim.
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*Black is default color for windows.

LAPTOP SLEEVE
Protect individual laptops with cushioned zipper sleeves.  
Sleeves include ID window to accommodate 2” x 3” business card.

ROLLING LAPTOP BAG
Ideal for quick and easy transport of laptop, documents, 
and supplies.

COMMON USAGE:  
• Transport of laptops, documents, 
        and supplies

PRODUCT SPECS:
• 2-wheel design
• Telescoping handle for easy storage
• Two convenient zipper compartments
     •  Large front compartment can hold printers or accessories
     •  Second compartment can hold (2) 12” x 17” laptop sleeves
• ID window holds 3” x 5” card

» Minimum order
10 Sleeves «

DOCUMENT SECURITY BAGS

FREE Embroidered Identification 
and Numbering

(up to 3 lines of text on lid)

FREE One Color/One Side Imprint for 
quantities of 25+ bags.

Transports up to 50 lbs of paperwork.  Keyless Security™ at closure of both the zipper and the slot at the top for tamper-evident protection.  
Ideal for collecting classified paperwork marked for shredding and then wheeling it off to be destroyed.

ROLLING SHREDDER BAG with KEYLESS SECURITY™

PRODUCT SPECS:• Keyless Security™ Chamber Technology• Close tolerance brass zipper around top 3 sides• Collapsible design with interior side stiffeners• 4 Heavy-duty wheels• Ballot slot with Keyless Security™• Telescoping handle with hook and loop bag attachment     
    to hold handle in place when not in use• ID window on front to hold 3” x 5” card with inside access only• Durable, black webbing handles with comfort grip wrap• Keyless Security™ Seals sold separately

Size in Inches
Custom Manufactured 

to Order

Catalog ID H x L x W Material / Color

B15622-Y20-82NB 
15 x 19 x 15 

(not including 
wheels)

Arco 600™/ Nassau Blue

Material Guide on page 17
Keyless Security™ Overview on page 3

COMMON USAGE: • Collecting documents marked for shredding. • Transporting documents to shredder or incinerator.

Designed to improve upon the familiar manila interoffice envelope, this durable bag is equipped with at-a-glance proof of tampering, holds five 
times the capacity of a standard transport envelope, and can be reused over a thousand times, which will save you money in the long run vs. buying 
disposable paper envelopes.

PRODUCT SPECS: 
• Keyless Security™ Chamber Technology
• Close tolerance brass zipper 
•  (1) 11” x 4.25” routing card included with  
         access only from inside of bag
• B00170 has full 2” gusset
• B05870-C6S-8237 is pre-printed (as shown)
• HIPAA compliant
• Keyless Security™ Seals sold separately.

Size in 
Inches

Custom Manufactured to 
Order

Catalog ID H x L x W Material

B05870-C10-82cc* 16 x 13 Arco 600™
B05870-C6S-8237 16 x 13 Pre-printed Khaki Arco 600™
B00170-U50-82cc* 16 x 13 x 2 Arco 600™

* Replace “cc” with Color Code from Material Guide on page 17
Keyless Security™ Overview on page 3

INTEROFFICE POUCH with Keyless Security™

COMMON USAGE: 
• Interoffice mail
• Transport of confidential documents
• Document routing throughout departments
• Secure delivery of sensitive documents left overnight 

*Black is default trim color for window

Extra routing cards available.

Size in 
Inches

Custom Manufactured 
to Order

Catalog ID H x L Material

B02013-B10-65cc* 12 x 17 Cordura®/Brush Foam
B00262-B10-65cc* 12 x 18 Cordura®/Brush Foam
B01400-B12-65cc* 14 x 18 Cordura®/Brush Foam

Size in 
Inches

Catalog ID H x L x W Color / Material

B15157-X1S-8204 13 x 17 x 8 Black Arco 600™*Replace cc* with Black (04), Red (07) or Blue (08) only.
Material Guide on pages 28-29

Available from stock.  
Ships in 3 days.
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FILE
CABINET
SECURITY

DOCUMENT SECURITY BAGS

FREE One Color/One Side Imprint 
for quantities of 25+ bags.

FREE One Color/One Side Imprint for 
quantities of 25+ bags.

FREE One Color/One Side Imprint for 
quantities of 25+ bags.

Size in 
Inches

Custom Manufactured 
to Order

Catalog ID Description H x L Material 

B00181-C10-2900 Clear
10 x 12

Vinyl

B00432-C10-82cc* Solid Front/Clear Back Arco 600™ / Vinyl
B00181-C10-82cc* Solid Arco 600™

* Replace “cc” with Color Code from Material Guide on page 17
Keyless Security™ Overview on page 3

A lightweight option for Keyless Security™ protection.  Its sleek profile makes it ideal for transport within 
another bag or briefcase where space is limited.  Great for operation manuals or data discs that need to 
be accessed quickly but need the assurance of tamper-evidence when not in use.

DATA POUCH with Keyless Security™

PRODUCT SPECS:• Keyless Security™ Chamber Technology• Close tolerance brass zipper• Window for 3” x 5” card with access only from inside bag• HIPAA compliant• Compatible with Keyless Security™ Seals (sold separately).

Designed to fit inside legal-size file cabinets, this heavy-duty bag enables sensitive and non-sensitive paperwork 
to be stored in the same file cabinet drawers.  By placing confidential paperwork into the Secur-a-File™ and 
inserting the numbered, one-time-use seal into the chamber, these documents are now secure until seal is 
broken, revealing at-a-glance proof of tampering.  All other paperwork can be stored in the same drawer 
without the risk of prying eyes peering into the sensitive folders stored within the bag, making this an efficient 
choice for businesses that do not have enough sensitive files to require having a separate filing cabinet. 

SECUR-A-FILE™ with Keyless Security™

PRODUCT SPECS:
• Keyless Security™ Chamber Technology
• Close tolerance nickel zipper across top and side
• Heavy-duty coated suspension rods for hanging
• Seam-piping system
• Fits in legal-size file cabinets
• HIPAA compliant
• Compatible with Keyless Security™ Seals (sold separately)

COMMON USAGE:  
•   Storing confidential documents
• Storing anything of value within a file cabinet
• HIPAA-compliant document storage

U.S. Patent No. 6039473
Catalog ID Size in Inches

H x L x W Color / Material

S92803-00 9.5 x 14 x 4.5 Black Arco 600™

Keyless Security™ Overview on page 3

Post Office approved, water-resistant fabric envelope equipped with our patented, tamper-evident Keyless Security™ chamber technology.  
This durable, reusable bag can survive hundreds of round trips by mail and hold up to 5 times as much as 
paper, saving you on postage through consolidated mailings.  Postage easily sticks to leather patch. 

PRODUCT SPECS: 
• USPS approved
• Keyless Security™ Chamber Technology
• Water-resistant
• Close tolerance brass zipper
• Address window holds 3” x 5” card with access 
     from inside bag only
• Leather patch for postage
• HIPAA compliant
• Keyless Security™ Seals sold separately Size in 

Inches
Custom Manufactured  

to Order

Catalog ID H x L Material

B07401-C10-82cc* 13 x 16 Arco 600™

* Replace “cc” with Color Code from page 17
Material Guide on page 17
Keyless Security™ Overview on page 3

MAILSAFE™ SAC with Keyless Security™

COMMON USAGE: 
• Inter-office or inter-branch communications  
 by mail
• Consolidated mailings through USPS
• Courier service mail bag
• Color code bags for instant recognition of  
 bag destination 

*Black is default color 
for window, chamber, 
and postage patch

For smaller deliveries of confidential documents, our light-duty courier bag offers tamper-evident 
security in a convenient, light-weight carrier.

LIGHT-DUTY COURIER BAG with Keyless Security™

PRODUCT SPECS:
• Keyless Security™ Chamber Technology
• Close tolerance brass zipper across top
• Durable, black webbing handles
• Window for 3” x 5” card, with access only from inside of bag 
• HIPAA compliant 
• Compatible with Keyless Security™ Seals (sold separately)
• Fire-Shield option shown on page 7

Size in Inches
Custom Manufactured 

to Order

Catalog ID H x L x W Material

B20021-Y10-83cc* 14 x 18 x 4 Nylotop®2000

* Replace “cc” with Color Code from Material Guide on page 17
Keyless Security™ Overview on page 3 *Black is default trim color for window 

COMMON USAGE: 
To Transport and Store:
• Confidential documents
• Small packages

COMMON USAGE: • Storage of operating manuals or  
 other important information.• Data disc transport
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COMMON USAGE:  
• Storing paperwork
• Delivering supplies – up to 50 lbs

PRODUCT SPECS:
• Arcolock-7® (B10371) or Keyless Security™ (B10374)
• Close tolerance brass zipper 
• Durable, black webbing handles
• Collapsible design
• Fliptop design on B10374 for full access to contents
• Side stiffeners keep bag open and protect its contents
• ID window on lid to hold 3” x 5” card with inside access only   
        (included only for B10374)
• Metal feet for increased durability
• Keying options shown on page 21 (B10371)
• Compatible with Keyless Security™ Seals (for B10374) 
    (Seals sold separately).

*For Arcolock version, if no 
embroidery is specified, window 
for 3” x 5” card will be included.

*Black is default color for handles and windows.

Arcolock-7® Keyless Security™

SPECIALTY BAGS

Size in 
Inches

Custom Manufactured 
to Order

Catalog ID H x L x W Material

B15622-Y10-82NB 15 x 19 x 15 Nassau Blue Arco 600™ 

Size in 
Inches

Custom Manufactured 
to Order

Catalog ID H x L x W Description Material

B10371-Z10-82cc*
14 x 19 x 14

Arcolock-7® Bag
Arco 600™

B10374-Y10-82cc* Keyless Security™ Bag

Transports and stores up to 50 pounds. Secured with Keyless Security™, providing tamper-evident security without the hassle of key management.  
Fully collapses when not in use for ideal storing if space is limited. Convenient telescoping handle and heavy duty wheels to navigate multiple surfaces.

Transports and stores up to 50 pounds worth of supplies, and is secured with either our 7-pin, high-security keyed lock, or our patented Keyless Security™ closure which 
provides tamper-evident security without the hassle of key management.  When not in use, can fully collapse which is ideal if storage space is limited.

ROLLING, COLLAPSIBLE SUPPLY BAG with Keyless Security™

Collapsible Supply Bag with Arcolock-7® -or- Keyless Security™

PRODUCT SPECS:
• Keyless Security™ Chamber Technology
• Close tolerance brass zipper around top 3 sides
• Collapsible design with interior side stiffeners
• Heavy-duty wheels 
• Telescoping handle with hook and loop attachment to hold  
 handle in place when not in use
• Window on front to hold 3” x 5” card with inside access only
• Durable, black webbing handles with comfort grip wrap
• HIPAA compliant
• Keyless Security™ Seals sold separately

*Black is default trim 
color for handles, 
window, and wheels

COMMON USAGE:  
• Transport of supplies – up to 50 lbs.
• Stacks of confidential paperwork transport
• Transport and store documents and valuables
• Mailroom delivery transport

Material Guide on page 17
Keyless Security™ Overview on page 3

* Replace “cc” with Color Code from page 17
Material Guide on page 17
Security Overview on page 3

FIREARM SECURITY BAG with Arcolock-7®

LONG GUN SECURITY BAG with Arcolock-7®

Size in 
Inches

Custom Manufactured 
to Order

Catalog ID H x L Material

B05400-H10-65cc* 6.5 x 10 Cordura®/Brush Foam
B05410-H10-65cc* 8.5 x 12 Cordura®/Brush Foam
B05394-H10-65cc* 8.5 x 14 Cordura®/Brush Foam
B05420-H10-65cc* 8.5 x 16 Cordura®/Brush Foam

Size in 
Inches

Custom Manufactured 
to Order

Catalog ID H x L Material

B05480-H10-65cc* 10 x 53 Cordura®/Brush Foam

Protect yourself, your family, and your department against misuse of your firearm.  Padded foam liner cushions 
contents in handling.  Safeguards against scratches or nicks.

Preserve the value of your rifle or shotgun, and protect against misuse with Rifkin’s padded long gun 
security bag.  Duable fabric exterior with padded foam inner liner safeguards against scratches or nicks.

PRODUCT SPECS:• Arcolock-7® security• Close tolerance nickel zipper • Convenient webbing handles• Brush foam lining cushions and protects weapon from scratches• Adjustable interior strap holds gun in place• Inside pocket for clip or boxed ammunition• Outer pocket (not included with B05400)• Keying options shown on page 3

PRODUCT SPECS:• Arcolock-7® security• Close tolerance brass zipper • Convenient webbing handles• Brush foam lining cushions and protects      
      weapon from scratches• D-ring on narrow end of bag• Outer pocket• Keying options shown on page 3

COMMON USAGE:  
• Storing and transporting handguns

COMMON USAGE:  
• Storing and transporting  
      long guns
• Evidence storage

Approved as a Firearm Safety Device by 
the State of Massachusetts

*Replace cc* with Black (04), Red (07) or Blue (08) only.
Material Guide on page 17
Security Overview on page 3

*Replace cc* with Black (04), Red (07) or Blue (08) only.
Material Guide on page 17
Security Overview on page 3

FREE Embroidered Identification and Numbering
(up to 3 lines of text on lid)

FREE Embroidered 
Identification and 

Numbering

FREE Embroidered Identification 
and Numbering

FREE Embroidered Identification 
and Numbering

(up to 3 lines of text on lid)
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IN-STOCK BAGS
CONTACT OUR CUSTOMER SERVICE DEPARTMENT
IF YOU NEED EXPEDITED SHIPPING ON STYLES  

OR SIZES NOT SHOWN ON THESE PAGES.

Pricing on All Stock Bags with Arcolock-7® 
includes random keyed different lock. 

The following keying and window options are available for additional cost per bag:

• Locks keyed to a specific series, Master Keyed locks, LCX Locks

• Custom Identification Labels for Twin Windows:  Top Window, Bottom Window, Both Windows

RIFKIN SAFETY SACS (MONEY BAGS) (see page 8)
with Arcolock-7® and Twin Window 

Bags are sold  
separately.

Inner bags must be 2" x 2" smaller 
than outer bags to fit. properly.

Seals sold separately.  
(see page 14)

Seals sold separately.  
(see page 14)

Seals sold separately.  
(see page 14)

Seals sold separately.  
(see page 14)

BAG-IN-BAG ITEMS (see page 8)

HEAVY DUTY COURIER BAGS (see page 6)

FIRE-SHIELD SAFETY BAG (see page 7)

with Arcolock-7® and Twin Window

with Arcolock-7® and Twin Window

EXECUTIVE ATTACHÉ (see page 9)
with Arcolock-7®  and Window to accommodate business card.

DATA SAC® (see page 9)

with Arcolock-7® and Twin Window

COLLAPSIBLE SUPPLY BAG (see page 12)

4-WHEEL ROLLING SUPPLY BAG (see page 12)

With Heavy-Duty Wheels, Keyless SecurityTM and Window to hold 3" x 5" card.

Seals sold separately.  
(see page 14)

KEYLESS SECURITY™ MAIL SAFE POUCH (see page 11)
and Framed Window with inside cut to hold 3” x 5” Card

KEYLESS SECURITY™ INTEROFFICE MAIL BAG (see pg 10)
and Framed, Inside Cut Window for 11” x 4.25”  routing card

KEYLESS SECURITY™ SECUR-A-FILE™ (see page 11)
Fits inside legal-size file cabinet

Catalog ID H x L (in.) Material Min Qty
B00700-D1S 7 x 10 Nylotop®2000 - 83cc*

Choose from Color Codes:
"04" Black, "07" Red

"42" Emerald, "NB" Nassau Blue
"YB" Yale Blue/Navy

1
B01002-D1S 9 x 10.5

B00901-D1S 9 x 12

B01200-D1S 12 x 16

Catalog ID H x L  x W (in.) Material / Color Min Qty
B00280-R1S 12 x 12 x 8

Choose Either:
ArcoDuck™ ll /  Brown -- "8109"  
Cordura® Plus / Blue -- "4008"

1

B00210-R1S 16 x 16 x 7
B00220-R1S 18 x 18 x 7
B00230-R1S 22 x 18 x 7
B00240-R1S 24 x 20 x 8
B00260-R1S 20 x 24 x 10

Inner bag with Arcolock-7® and Framed window to fit a Business Card
Catalog ID H x L (in.) Material Min Qty

B01200-D1S 12 x 16 ArcoDuck II™
Color Codes: "8104" Black or "81YB" Yale Blue (Navy)

1
B01652-D1S 14 x 18

No Handles
Catalog ID H x L x W (in.) Material / Color Min Qty

B07403-V1S-83YB 14 x 17 x 2
Nylotop®2000 / Yale Blue (Navy) 1

B07434-V1S-83YB 14 x 17 x 4

With Keyless Security™ and Framed Window to hold 3" x 5" card.
Catalog ID H x L x W (in.) Material / Color Min Qty

B10374-Y1S-82NB 14 x 19 x 14 Arco 600™/ Nassau Blue 1

Courier Style
Catalog ID H x L x W (in.) Choose Material / Color: Min Qty

B01150-R1S 18 x 18 x 7 ArcoDuck™ ll /  Brown -- "8109"  
Cordura® Plus / Blue -- "4008" 1

B01130-R1S 24 x 20 x 8

Outer bag with Handles, Arcolock-7® and Framed window to hold Business Card
Catalog ID H x L (in.) Material Min Qty
B01653-H1S 14 x 18 ArcoDuck II™

Color Codes: "8104" Black or "81YB" Yale Blue (Navy)
1

B02281-H1S 16 x 20

Catalog ID H x L (in.) Material Min Qty
B05870-C1S-82NB

16 x 13
Arco 600™ / Nassau Blue

5
B05870-C6S-8237 Arco 600™ / Khaki (with pre-printed front)

With Handles
Catalog ID H x L x W (in.) Material / Color Min Qty
B07434-Z1S 14 x 17 x 4 Nylotop®2000 --  Color Code: "83YB" Yale Blue (Navy) or "8304" Black 1

With Arcolock-7® and Framed Window to hold 3" x 5" card.
Catalog ID H x L x W (in.) Material / Color Min Qty
B10371-Z1S-82NB 14 x 19 x 14 Arco 600™/ Nassau Blue 1

Catalog ID H x L x W (in.) Material / Color Min Qty
B15622-Y1S-82NB 15 x 19 x 15 Arco 600™/ Nassau Blue 1

Briefcase Style
Catalog ID H x L (in.) Choose Material / Color: Min Qty

B00460-H1S 14 x 18
ArcoDuck™ ll /  Brown -- "8109"

Cordura® Plus / Blue "4008", Black "4004", Navy "4025" 1

Catalog ID H x L x W (in.) Material / Color: Min Qty

B02010-Z1S-6504 13 x 18 x 6 Cordura® /Brush Foam Black 1 Catalog ID H x L x W (in.) Material / Color: Min Qty

S92803-00 9.5 x 14 x 4.5 Arco 600™ / Black 1

Catalog ID H x L (in.) Material / Color: Min Qty

B07401-C1S-8207 13 x 16 Arco 600™/ Red 5
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Arco ID™ labels are self-adhesive and designed for surface 
mounting applications. Labels leave no trace of adhesive 
residue behind on the sealing surface. A hidden “void/
open” message is clearly visible when any part of the 
label is lifted--unauthorized opening can be detected at a 
glance. Arco ID™ labels are heat and freeze resistant. The 
hidden message triggers when anyone attempts to peel 
or remove the label, even if an attempt has been made 
to compromise the adhesive with a heat source or Freon®. 
Labels have been tested for more than 1 year on metal, 
plastic and glass. For best results on textured surfaces, 
allow 5-10 minutes for label to bond.

Residue-Free
Easy to apply; easy to remove
Tamper-evident protection for: 
• laptops & IT equipment 
• desk and file cabinet drawers 
• utility meters 
• cash boxes 

This seal has been lifted and replaced.

ARCO ID™ Tamper-Evident Labels

*Code 128 bar coding

SECURITY COMPONENTS & ACCESSORIES

Tamper-evident seals for all Rifkin bags 
fitted with our Keyless Security™ chamber 
technology.    
All seal numbers are one-time-use, 
unique and non-duplicated (up to 10 
million quantity). 
Available in numbered red and blue, or 
in white with bar coded numbers.

KEYLESS SECURITY™ SEALS

Minimum 200 Seals

Catalog ID Description

S92120-07 Red numbered seals
S92120-08 Blue numbered seals
S92130-46 White bar coded seal

Sold in Rolls of 250

Catalog ID Description

S93310-08 1" x 3" Blue Label

Catalog ID Description

FWNP002 Holds standard 2" x 3" business card
FWNP003 Holds card approx. 2.75" x 5"
FWNP006 Holds standard 3" x 5" card
FWNP009 Holds standard 4" x 6" card

TWIN WINDOW Top window holds 1" x 3” card 
Bottom window holds 2” x 3" business card

A hood may be added to the closure 
system of any Trans-Sac® or non-locking, 
zipper bags that use a nylon or 10mm 
brass zipper for an extra layer of security.  
Designed for use with plastic seals or mini 
padlock (sold separately on page 16.)   

HOOD SEALS

*Black is standard color for all hood seals

ID windows can be added to most bags, and can be used alone or in 
addition to imprinted or embroidered identification.  All added windows 
will have a framed border with outer-access to the ID card. (If inner 
access required, please call customer service to discuss custom bags.)

FRAMED WINDOWS

For tracking purposes, a twin window can be added to most bags.  We can create a custom label 
with ID and numbering information to prepare the bags for 
computerized inventory control systems or tracking programs.  
You may specify up to two lines of copy and one line of 
numbering, which can be a continuation of a previous order’s 
number sequence, and which also includes the 3 of 9 bar 
code equivalent.  (Max. 30 characters per line for copy).  All 
windows with custom ID labels are sewn shut, while the other 
part of the window without the label is accessible from the 
outside of the bag.  

TWIN WINDOW

*Custom window sizes also available.  Please contact 
our customer service department for quotes.

Catalog ID Description

S92600-50 Pack of 50 Double-Sided, Inter Office Routing Cards

Fits in the Inter-Office Pouch window, or for use as an insert for all bags equipped with Keyless Security™ 
chamber technology.  This double-sided routing card has a column for the date, the intended recipient, 
and the number of the seal which was used to secure the bag.  These cards enable you to know which 
seal was put on the bag by the sender to ensure that no one else tampered with the contents before it 
reached the intended recipient.    

ROUTING CARDS

*US Patent No. 7,988,209
*Code 128 barcode

HOOD SEALS

EXPANDABLE HOOD SEALS
U.S. Patent #4,660,874 

U.S. Patent #4,661,990 
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GPRS-BASED GPS UNITS

CUTTING EDGE MAPPING TECHNOLOGIES
ArcoTrack™Pro uses the latest, cutting edge mapping technologies from Virtual Earth. This state-of-the-art 
combination of 3D maps, satellite images, and aerial photography covers the entire planet. Users can print 
out reports containing street addresses.  Mapping goes down to street level and can pinpoint physical locations 
virtually anywhere.

ARCOTRACK™ PRO
Discreet, Reliable, Accurate, and Affordable
ArcoTrack™Pro GPRS/GSM device is a completely self-contained and weather-resistant GPS Tracking 
device, small enough to fit in the palm of your hand. When placed in bags, vehicles, packages or 
carried by a courier or driver, the ArcoTrack™Pro GPRS/GSM device provides detailed reports of routes 
traveled for quality control, asset management and security purposes. ArcoTrack™Pro offers two tracking 
methods--via the web from your PC or from the convenience of your cell phone--which keeps tracking 
data at your command. Runs on high-capacity, rechargeable batteries.

Featuring a highly-reliable uBlox 6 GPS Chipset and 50-channel all-in-view tracking 
technology for extra-sensitive reception outdoors, indoors and through metal. Our WAAS-enabled 
receiver provides GPS signal corrections, giving better position accuracy. How much better? On average 
up to five times better! A WAAS-capable receiver can give you a position accuracy within 3 meters 95 
percent of the time. ArcoTrack™Pro GPRS/GSM device provides real-time navigation in urban canyons 
and has high sensitivity acquisition needed for indoor use.

Data plan required. Please contact our Customer Service Department for an analysis of the data plan that best meets your needs.
Annual Web Licensing Fee

ONLY 2.65” X 1.6” X 0.83”

LIGHTWEIGHT:
 ONLY 0.13 LBS.

Cat ID

M74219-01

• Ready to use as soon as it arrives
• Real-time tracking in 15-second intervals
• Automated e-mail and phone notifications in the event of a breach
• Advanced 3-D and aerial view mapping for real-time and historical tracking 
• It works outdoors, inside buildings and even through metal*

*Actual performance and tracking accuracy may vary based on environmental and geographic factors including 
satellite positioning, cell tower location, signal clarity and radio frequency interference.

Unique features:

Covertly disguised  
GPS tracking device

Magnetic Cash Drawer Insert  

Comprehensive web-based 
tracking interface

The Complete CashTrack™ system:

2 Year Limited Warranty.
Please Note: For authenticity, real $10 bills are used for the top and bottom of each unit. 

How it works:

CashTrack™ is 
positioned on top of 
the magnetic plate in 
a cash drawer.

If no robbery is attempted 
during the shift, the cash 
drawer is typically returned to 
a secure centralized vault.*  

In the event of a robbery, all currency as 
well as the covert CashTrack™ unit are 
given to the thief. Once the CashTrack™ 
GPS leaves the magnetic cash drawer 
insert, the unit will automatically send 
multiple email or text messages alerting to 
the security breach.

The CashTrack™ system begins to 
transmit and record detailed location 
reports at programmable intervals 
down to every 15 seconds.  This real-
time tracking can instantly be viewed 
through any web enabled computer or 
mobile device.

CatID -- M74215-01

Advanced Satellite Tracking for Currency Recovery

Watch a Video Demonstration
www.arifkin.com/cashtrack

All Plans require 4 year initial contract, and a 
renewal contract for every 2 years thereafter. 

*This process can be repeated for 24 months 
without ever servicing the CashTrack™ GPS device.
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PLEASE NOTE: If you need a special size seal or one with custom identification, such as your company name or logo, 
please contact our Customer Service Department. These items are available on a special order basis.

PULL SEALS
These easy-to-use seals 
adjust quickly to the 
position needed.  
Self-locking – they must be 
cut to be removed.  
Insert end of seal through 
side marked “Entrada.”

Ideal for applications with very small openings.
The Mega Twister is a high-quality and cost-efficient sealing solution.
Heat staking technology is used to permanently fix the twister in the 
seal body.  This technology will leave clear evidence of tampering 
if the seal is cut or forced open. Mega Twister seals are etched with 
permanent laser marking.

MEGA TWISTER SECURITY SEALS

PINCH SEALS
These lightweight seals are tough enough 
to resist tampering, yet can be closed 
easily with one hand.  

Includes random, unduplicated 
numbering hot stamped on seal. 

Each seal includes random, unduplicated numbering molded in high relief.

KEYLESS SECURITY™ MINI PADLOCK
You have the right to know if your property has been opened!
Standard padlock keys and combinations can be stolen but there is 
no way to open a Rifkin Mini Padlock without leaving evidence that 
the contents have been breached. A broken, missing or different 
numbered seal indicates that your property was opened.
• No keys to lose 
• No combinations to remember
• Seals sold separately

Please contact us if you are 
interested in additional color 

seals for a color-coded system 
or custom identification. Seals 
can be custom-manufactured 
to order and some minimums 

will apply.

US Patent No. 7,988,209

Seals sold separately.

FAST SEALS 
Thin, flexible polypropylene “tail” and strong metal clip locking 
mechanism in “head”. Easy-to-use for applications with small openings. 
Laser etched serial numbers on each seal. Seal can be removed without 
a tool.

*Code 128 barcode.

*Code 128 Barcode

See our full line of bags and accessories at 
www.arifkin.com or 

on GSA Advantage -- contract #GS-14F-1219H

Key Cabinets, 
Tamper Evident Key Rings,

Passbook Jackets, 
Counterfeit Detectors
Seals & Shipping Tags 

& More!

SECURITY SEALS

* Replace “cc” with the Seal Color Code: 
 02 Green, 07 Red, 12 Yellow, 

08 Blue, OR Orange

* Replace “cc” with the Seal Color Code: 
 02 Green, 07 Red, 12 Yellow, 

08 Blue, OR Orange

* Replace “cc” with Color Code: 
07 (red) or 08 (blue)

Packed in bags of 250

Catalog ID

S90402-cc*

Sold in lots of 100

Catalog ID

S90302-cc*

Minimum 5

Catalog ID

S92159-99

Packed in bags of 250

Catalog ID Description

S90052-cc* 5.5" Seals
S90082-cc* 8.37" Seals

Packed in bags of 1,000

Catalog ID Description

S93412-cc* 8" Seals
S93414-cc* 10" Seals
S93413-cc* 8" Seals with Bar Codes

* Replace “cc” with Color Code: 
WR (white/red) or WB (white/blue)
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MATERIAL COLOR GUIDE

CORDURA® PLUS
The look and feel of cotton duck with the superior performance of nylon. High abrasion resistance. Urethane coating.  May be imprinted or embroidered.

RED
4007

BURGUNDY
4054

CHOCOLATE
4015

SPRUCE GREEN
4062

BLUE
4008

NAVY
4025

DARK GRAY           
4063

BLACK                  
4004

RED MAROON YELLOW GREEN PACIFIC BLUE PURPLE DARK GRAY

WEBBING
Also available in Black.

NYLOTOP® 2000
A Rifkin fabric development. Layers of 70 denier vinyl-coated Nylon and polyester fabric bonded together with a moisture proof inner liner. Wear-resistant. 
May be imprinted or embroidered.

ARCO 600TM

Vinyl-coated 600-denier polyester duck. Durable, water-resistant and abrasion-resistant.  May be imprinted or embroidered. 

ARCODUCK™II
Outer layer of vinyl-coated 600-denier polyester duck bonded to a polyester fabric with a moisture proof inner liner. Adds to the abrasion resistance and 
water resistance of Arco 600. May be imprinted or embroidered.

Color number indicates specific material and color combination.  Note: It is not always 
possible to duplicate fabric shades exactly. Actual fabric colors may vary slightly.  Fabric 
sample swatches available on request.  Please contact us to discuss your needs if you do 
not see the color or fabric which matches your needs.

RED
8307

BURGUNDY
8354

CHOCOLATE
8315

DARK GREEN
8345

NASSAU BLUE
83NB

YALE BLUE
83YB

GRAY
8301

BLACK
8304

WHITE
8346

RED
8207/8107

BURGUNDY
8254/8154

BROWN
8209/8109

OLIVE DRAB
8238/8138

DARK GREEN
8245/8145

NASSAU BLUE
82NB/81NB

YALE BLUE/NAVY
82YB/81YB

GRAY
8201/8101

BLACK
8204/8104

WHITE
8246/8146

Key:   ARCO 600™ # / ARCODUCK™ ll #

KHAKI
8237/8137

Additional colors available.  Contact customer service if you do not see the color you are looking for.

Additional colors available.  Contact customer service if you do not see the color you are looking for.

EMBROIDERY THREAD COLORS

LIGHT BLUE

NAVY

GRAY 

YELLOW

BROWN

GOLD

BLACK

WHITE

PURPLE

TURQUOISE

BURGUNDY

RED

GREEN

TAN

ORANGE METALLIC GOLD

BLUE

DARK GREEN

Black
White
Silver 

Red  (PMS 186C)
Blue (PMS 293C)

Green (PMS 343C)
Orange (PMS 173C)
Brown (PMS 476C)
Yellow (PMS 123C)

Mustard (PMS 131C)
Metallic Gold (PMS 874C)

SILK SCREEN 
IMPRINTING COLORS
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CUSTOMIZATION & SHIPPING OPTIONS

Use your imagination for a new design or proudly display your corporate 
identity. Your imprint may include department/business name, address, 
and slogan. Perhaps you may wish to include your logo, customized 
lettering, mascot, emblem or promotional message. We silk-screen 
imprint many of our bags in the following standard colors, or you can 
provide us with the PMS number of the color you would like.
A 1 color/1 side imprint is FREE when you purchase 25 or more bags 
with Arcolock-7® or Keyless Security™, or when you order 250 or more of 
a non-locking bag.

Color options shown on page 17.

CUSTOM EMBROIDERY
The best method to identify night deposit and courier bags. Guaranteed to be permanent 
and always legible, the embroidery will not wear off for the life of the bag. Call for 
information about custom embroidery of logos and special designs.
Embroidered identification is FREE on all bags with Arcolock-7®, and when specified for 
other bags. All other bags may be embroidered for an additional charge per bag, except 
for bags made of Nylon, Leatherette, or 10 oz. Duck which may be imprinted only.

Color options shown on page 17.

CUSTOM SILK SCREEN IMPRINTING

GUIDELINES FOR SUBMITTING ARTWORK

EXPEDITED SHIPPING OPTIONS

The preferred format for submitting electronic art is Adobe Illustrator CS6® in vector format with the following extensions: .ai, .eps, .or pdf (preserve 
illustrator capabilities - Do NOT compress). For a detailed explanation of this format and other acceptable files, please see the Rifkin Digital Art Guide, 
found on our web site.  Full color proof (in PDF format) will be emailed to the customer for final approval prior to imprinting.

CUSTOM EXPRESS* 
We know that when you’re in a hurry, you still may 
want to match your special bag color or add your 
company identification. When you discover at the 
last minute that something essential hasn’t been 
ordered, ask us about our Custom Express service. 

You may be surprised to find that we can ship: 
• Any embroidered bag within one week of the date your order 
    is placed. 
• Any imprinted or embroidered bag within two weeks of  
 the date your order is placed. 

 *NOTE: This service does not apply if we must develop a new bag  
pattern before manufacturing. If you have any questions about our 
Quick Ship Policy or our Custom Express options, please contact our 
Customer Service Department at 800-458-7300.

STOCK EXPRESS
For emergency situations, shipment within 24 
hours from receipt of order will be arranged. 
When 24-hour shipment is required, please 
mark your order “EXPRESS” or tell our 
Customer Service personnel. There will be 

a 10% upcharge for this service. (We reserve the right to limit 
quantities available under this guarantee.) 

QUICK SHIP POLICY 
Any bag, any style, one week. Any plain Rifkin 
bag (any style, fabric, color) from this Catalog 
can be ordered to be shipped in one week for 
a 10% upcharge on the appropriate quantity 
Catalog price. We consider a bag to be plain 

if it has no imprint or embroidery. Bags with any of the standard 
windows shown on page 14 also qualify for this program, but the 
cost of the window will be added to the unit price of the bag. If 
the bag you require shows quantity breaks beginning at 10, the 
minimum order requirement of 10 bags per style still applies. Some 
quantity restrictions may apply. 

CUSTOM
EXPRESS

Contact your local sales representative or our Customer Service 
Department to discuss any of these expedited shipping options, the  

specific pricing, minimums and quantity limitations that apply.

All Stock Bag shipments (Normal or Express), 
Quick Ship or Custom Express shipments will be 

via UPS Ground unless otherwise specified.

STOCK
We do maintain a limited stock of our more popular 
items for prompt shipment to our customers. 
Normal shipment of all Stock Bags shown on page 
13 will be 3 days from receipt of order. 
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TERMS
Net 10 Days, F.O.B. Shipping Point

POLICIES
RIFKIN BAG PRODUCTS 
Custom Manufactured Bags.
To qualify for quantity pricing, bags must be identical in material and color and they must have identical imprinting or embroidery. Styles may not be 
combined for quantity pricing. For multiple colors, color assortment charges may apply. 
Every effort will be made to ship the exact quantity of a printed order. Standard industry practice for printed products, however, provides a 
manufacturing allowance of +/- 3% of the quantity ordered. It is our policy to ship and invoice all finished products to the customer.

RIFKIN STOCK BAGS
Shown on page 13.  
We maintain an inventory of only those specific styles, sizes, fabrics and colors listed. All other bags are custom-manufactured to order and may not 
be returned. When Stock Bags are returned, a 15% re-stocking charge applies.

RIFKIN CASH MANAGEMENT PRODUCTS
Includes all non-bag products.   
You must be completely satisfied with the items purchased, or we will exchange the item, refund the purchase price or credit your account, as you wish. 
This policy applies provided the merchandise is returned within 30 days of receipt in re-sale condition.  
A re-stocking charge may apply. Please note that any merchandise made to special order, and those items which are printed or engraved to your 
specifications are exempt from this guarantee.

RETURN POLICY
Applies to non-bag products and stock bags.  
If you need to return an item, a return authorization is required. A re-stocking charge may apply. Please contact our Customer Service Department at 
800-458-7300 for assistance. Return merchandise should be shipped to: 
A. Rifkin Co., 1400 Sans Souci Parkway, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18706  

OUR GUARANTEE
We are dedicated to providing you, our customers, with high quality products. We guarantee that the materials and workmanship used for each of our 
products will be of excellent quality and that they will serve to the satisfaction of our customers. 

All orders are subject to the approval of Rifkin and are not binding until accepted by Rifkin. 
Rifkin reserves the right to refuse any order at any time. All orders are subject to availability of materials and component parts and Rifkin shall not 
be liable for inability to ship any order(s) due to material or parts shortages.

TO OUR CUSTOMERS

In 1892, when our family established A. Rifkin Company, they adopted a sound 
philosophy: To provide good service and a quality product at a fair price.  These 
precepts have continued as our guidelines through the years and remain so today.

We appreciate the confidence in us expressed by the more than 30,000 banks, 
industrial concerns and other businesses who use our specialized custom-made 
products. Our company is dedicated to serving their needs … and we welcome 
every opportunity to do so.

Paul D. Lantz,
President

“Rifkin”, “A. Rifkin Co.”, “Arco ID”, “Keyless Security”, “Arcoduck”, “Arco 600” and “ArcoTrack” are trademarks of A. Rifkin Co. “Arcolock-7”, “Rifkin Safety 
Sac”, and “Nylotop” are registered trademarks of A. Rifkin Co. “Cordura Plus” and “Nomex” are registered trademarks of DuPont Corp.

TERMS & POLICIES

NEW ACCOUNTS
We will approve and process immediately all orders from customers with a satisfactory credit rating from D&B.  We require payment by credit card or 
check prior to processing orders from all other customers.  If you are not listed in D&B or wish to establish an open account with our company, please 
contact Customer Service at 800-458-7300 to request a credit application.

REPAIR SERVICE
We offer a repair service for our security bags which contain an Arcolock-7® or Keyless Security™ closure. Bags are evaluated when we receive them 
to determine the cost of repair. Please note that we have a minimum repair charge and if the cost exceeds half the price of a replacement bag, the 
bag does not qualify for repair service. In these cases, you will be notified by Customer Service regarding your options.
Please contact our Customer Service Department for information about how to obtain a repair estimate. Freight charges are the responsibility of the 
customer.

GSA Contract 
#GS-14F-1219H
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NEW! Discreet Security 
Bags now available on 

pages 4-5 and
RF Shielding Bags 

available on page 6.

Arco ID Labels 14
Arcolock-7® 3
ArcoTrack™  15
Backpack, Locking 5
Bag-in-Bag Secure Transport Bags 4-9
Bank Note Detectors web
Briefcase Style Locking Courier 7-9
Briefcase Style Locking Bag, Fire-Shield™ 7
Cabinets, Single Key System web
CashTrack™ 15
Collapsible Supply Bags 12
Color Samples 17
Counterfeit Detector web
Courier Bags, Fire Resistant 7
Courier Bags, Heavy Duty 6-7
Courier Bags, Light Duty 6-7, 11
Custom Identification 18
Data Sac 9

Direct Sort Mail Pouch, Locking web
Director's Portfolio 9
Discreet Security Bags 4-5
Document Jackets web
Document Pouches Keyless Security™ 10
Embroidery 18
Envelopes, Reusable 10-11
Executive Attaché 9
Express Shipments 18
Fabric Colors 17
Fast Seals 16
File Cabinet Security 11, 14
Firearm Bag 12
Fire-Resistant Bags 7
Flags web
Floor Mats web
GPS Tracking Units 15, web
Gun Bag 12
Hood Seal 14
Imprinting, Silk Screen 18
Interoffice Mail Pouches, Keyless Security™ 10-11
Key Cabinets web
Key Rings, Tamper Proof web
Keying Systems 3
Keyless Security™ Bags 4-5, 7, 10-12
Keyless Security™ Overview 3
Keys 3
Labels, Tamper-Evident 14

LCX Lock 3
Light Duty Courier Bags 6-7, 11
Locking Briefcase 4-5, 7-9
Locking Briefcase, Fire-Shield™ 7
Long Gun Bags 12
Mail Bags web
Mail Safe (USPS) Pouch 11
Material Color Guide 17
Messenger Style Bag 5
Mini Padlock, Keyless Security™ 16
Night Depository Bag, Key Locking 8
Non-Lock Courier Bag web
P.O. Style Mail Bag web
Personalization 18
Plastic Bags, Tamper-Evident web
Priority Mail Trans-Sac® web
Quick Ship Policy 18
RF Shielding Bags 6
Rolling Supply Bag 10, 12
Safety Sacs 8
Seals 14, 16
Seals for Keyless Security™ Bags 14
Security Options 2-3
Security Seals & Labels 14, 16
Shipping, Expedited 18
Stock Bags 13
Tamper Proof Key Rings web
Terms & Policies 19

Tote Bags web
Trans-Sac® web
Windows 14
Zipper Options 2

Arcolock-7®, Keyless Security™ 3
Stock Bags 13
Material Color Guide 17
Custom Identification 18
Terms & Policies 19

For a complete listing of our  
online exclusive products 

visit www.arifkin.com
or on GSA Advantage, 

contract # GS-14F-1219H

WHAT’S INSIDE

Orders & Inquiries Toll Free 800.458.7300    Fax 800.825.8284

View our complete line at www.arifkin.com

Ask about our GSA contract items
A Rifkin/ARifkinCo


